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Abstract – Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and
Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) is widely used as a security measure against spam
and bot attacks via the Internet. CAPTCHA works by the assumption that it
takes human sensory and cognitive skills (that are not present in computers)
to successfully identify objects or letters within a noisy graphical environment.
In this work, we show how to build an end-to-end neural network with encoderdecoder architecture that can recognize the text in an image CAPTCHA. Our
deep learning model uses a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) encoder to
convert CAPTCHA images into vector representations, followed by a
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) decoder to convert vector representations
into text. Our model is able to achieve a validation accuracy of 90% after about
an
hour
of
training.
Code
is
available
at
https://github.com/wilbertharriman/tf2-attention-captcha-recognizer.
Keywords: CAPTCHA, deep learning, neural network, supervised learning
Abstrak – Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and
Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) telah digunakan secara luas sebagai sebuah
acuan dalam melawan serangan spam dan bot melalui Internet. CAPTCHA
bekerja dengan berasumsi bahwa sensori dan kognitif manusia dibutuhkan
(dimana hal ini tidak dimiliki oleh komputer) agar bisa mengenal objek atau
tulisan yang terdapat dalam sebuah lingkungan yang memiliki derau (noise)
dengan baik dan benar. Kajian ini mengajukan sebuah cara untuk membangun
end-to-end neural network dengan arsitektur encoder-decoder untuk
mengenal teks pada citra CAPTCHA. Model deep learning ini menggunakan
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) encoder untuk mengkonversi citra
CAPTCHA menjadi representasi vektor, kemudiaan dilanjutkan dengan
menggunakan Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) decoder untuk mengkonversi
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representasi vector menjadi teks. Model ini mampu mencapai ketelitian
validasi hingga 90% setelah dilakukan training selama 1 jam. Kode program
tersedia pada alamat URL https://github.com/wilbertharriman/tf2-attentioncaptcha-recognizer.
Kata Kunci : CAPTCHA, deep learning, neural network, supervised
learning

INTRODUCTION
CAPTCHA is a widely used verification
method to differentiate humans from
machines. CAPTCHAs can be divided
into three groups based on how they
interact with users: text-based, imagebased, and sound-based. Our work
focuses on image-based CAPTCHAs, the
most common type of CAPTCHA. A
typical image-based CAPTCHA involves
the user seeing a noisy image, then
identifying the letters in the image in the
correct order. Before the advent of deep
learning, computers were unable to
process and learn from images in the
same way a human could, which is why
image-based CAPTCHAs have been so
successful.
In recent years, convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) have become the
standard method for learning to recognize
patterns from images, while recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) have been
shown to work well with sequential data
such as text or speech. These advances
motivated the combined use of
convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
and recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to
generate high quality captions from
images. Recent work proposed an
attention-based model that learns to
describe the content of images by
learning to focus on salient objects while
DATASET

generating the corresponding words in
the output sequence [2]. These
advancements motivated the recent use of
CNN-RNN architecture for generating
captions for images.
Motivated by recent works, we aim to
apply current advances in image
captioning to build a model that is able to
replicate the human ability to solve
image-based CAPTCHAs. We will use
“text CAPTCHA” to refer to imagebased CAPTCHAs that display text. In
this work, we describe how to combine
convolutional neural network (CNN) and
attention-based recurrent neural network
(RNN) to recognize text CAPTCHAs.
The main contribution of our work is to
show how image captioning can be
applied to solve text CAPTCHAs, and to
urge people to think twice before relying
on text CAPTCHAs for their
applications.

Figure 1. CAPTCHAs and their corresponding labels

Training a deep learning model requires
a large dataset. For our model, we need
our training dataset to be in the form of
29
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<image, label> tuples (see Fig. 1). Our
dataset consists of 100,000 labeled text
CAPTCHAs for training, 20,000 for
validation, as well as 20,000 unlabeled
text CAPTCHAs for testing. Each image
contains a word with lowercase letters.
All CAPTCHA images from the training
and validation set are downsized to
50×100 RGB images. We found that
downsizing CAPTCHA images to
50×100 reduces computational cost
without sacrificing the quality of the
CAPTCHA images.
For our labels, we need to embed each
letter in the alphabet as a unique token, in
addition to a start token, an end token,
and a token for the <space> character.
Thus, we have a total of 29 unique
tokens. We rely on Tensorflow Keras
tokenizer to handle the tokenization.
Link to the dataset can be found on our
GitHub page.
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for the decoder. Our encoder takes
50×100×3 (height × width × channel)
images as inputs and turn each image into
a 3D tensor of size 3×6×256, followed by
a fully connected layer that transforms
each image into matrices that embeds the
information about the image. Our CNN
consists of 6 Conv2D layers with batch
normalization followed by a Dense layer.
To build a CNN that learns the desired
function, we need to build a priori
knowledge about the application into the
network. As CAPTCHA images are
noisy, we use smaller kernel sizes for our
convolutional layers to build a CNN that
can see ignore the noise.
DECODER
The purpose of our decoder is to output
the word in a CAPTCHA image. Our
decoder uses gated recurrent units (GRU)
to avoid the vanishing gradient and
catastrophic forgetting problems of
vanilla recurrent neural networks (RNN).

ENCODER
A CNN encoder is used to transform
images into meaningful representation

When outputting letters, the decoder uses
an attention layer to determine the
importance of every part of an image.
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Figure 2. End-to-end training step

END-TO-END TRAINING
In our end-to-end training step, we set our
batch size to 64 and compute the crossentropy loss between our predictions
(output of our decoder) and the true labels
of each batch. Our error value is then
used to update the weight of both the

encoder and decoder (see Fig. 2).
Additionally, we train our decoder using
teacher forcing [3], where ground truth
from a prior time step is taken as input for
faster convergence of the RNN. Lastly,
we train our model for 50 epochs.

Figure 3. Samples from unlabeled text CAPTCHA.
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Figure 4. Validation Step

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Figure 5. Loss plot after training for 50
epochs

After training for 50 epochs, we plot our
loss for every epoch (see Fig. 5). We see
a steep decline in our loss in the first few

epochs and stable decline afterwards.
This demonstrates that our end-to-end
neural network is able to converge to the
desired function. In the process of
building our network, we found that our
network has better convergence property
if we initialize our weights with He
uniform initializer instead of the default
Xavier uniform initializer in TensorFlow.
In the validation step (see Fig. 4), we use
images from our validation set and
compare the output of our model to the
label of the validation set. Our prediction
is correct only if the whole word matches
the label. The result from the validation
step shows an accuracy of 90.675%.
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Figure 2. As the model outputs letter, its focus changes to reflect the relevant parts of the text
CAPTCHA.

When we test our model on unlabeled
data and sample 10 results, we obtain the
following results: [toe, that, kerry, type,
mba, line, von, means, pink, kids].

longer secure and therefore should not be
used by new applications.
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CONCLUSION
In this work, we train a model that is able
to correctly identify text in a text
CAPTCHA with 90% accuracy. Our
result shows that text CAPTCHAs are no
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